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Abstract:
This paper proposes a new l system approach redescribing present-day English verbals,
using a novel format and terminology, presenting participles, gerunds and infinitives in
tables. According to the present author’s observations, currently there is some
incoherence regarding the description of verbals, especially participles, due to which
students might be having some difficulties. The aim is to try to eliminate the existing
ambiguities and inconsistencies regarding the terminology and to group the incoherent
and scattered information in easy to refer integrative tables. It is not the purpose of this
study to analyse or discuss all peculiarities of English verbals. The objective is rather to
propose and present a structurally symmetric and consistent description system which
is all inclusive and hopefully contributes to overcoming some ambiguities stemming
from terminology. The proposed system is expected to evoke some positive reactions
and discussion relating to the topic. And it is also expectedly of pedagogical importance
for education of English as a foreign language.
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1. Introduction
English verbals, participles, gerunds and infinitives are very functional and convenient
to use. The problem is that concerning the terminology and classification of them there
is some ambiguity and inconsistency. Most authors divide participles as “present
participles, past participles, perfect participles” *2+, *3+. However, when referring to the
conventional time – aspect structure of English *1+ “presentness” and “pastness” are
temporal notions whereas “perfectness” is aspectual notion. These non-finite verb forms
have no inherent time information and can refer to any time that the context establishes.
Besides, the literature defines and use different terms such as “simple present participle”
and “simple past participle” *4+. For another example there appear such terms in grammar
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books as “present of active (simple) participles…perfect or passive participle…”*5+. Similiarly,
some authors offer that the “past participle” might better be called the “perfect participle”
because it says that the action or state is complete at the time of the main verb.
And this kind of terminological controversies are not only of present time but
also of deep linguistic history [6],[7].
This paper proposes a new overall system approach redescribing verbals, using a
new symmetrical format and terminology, introducing all-inclusive tables. The aim is to
try to eliminate the existing controversies and inconsistencies mentioned above and to
group the diverse and scatter information in easy to refer integrative tables, which also
comprise rarely, if ever, used verbal forms. Participles, gerunds and infinitives are dealt
with the same template.
The designed system is expected to be helpful in the education of English as a
foreign language.
2. Method
In order to handle the reviewing and redescribing English verbal system, it has been
found fitting to avoid terms implying real-world time notions such as “present
participle” and “past participle“. And accordingly the pattern, “verb form 1 (VF1), verb form
2 (VF2), verb form 3 (VF3) and base form (BF)”, has been adopted, shown below in Table 1
as a starting point. The verb “to write” has been taken as example through the work.
Table 1: English verb forms
VF1
write
am/is/are
have/has

VF2
wrote
was/were
had

VF3
written
been
had

BF
write
be
have

The verbals in the following chapter have been described in terms of Table 1 entries and
using the aspectual notions of “simple”, “progressive or continuous”, “perfective” and
“perfect progressive”. For participles, two types (type 1 and type 2) simple participles are
assumed with same passive form for both. Other aspects and their passive forms are
derived as in Table 2. For gerunds and infinitives, parallel approaches are followed as
in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
3. Results
The new arrangement of participles, gerunds and infinitives of modern written English,
fitting to the objective of the current work are provided below in tables. It is admitted
that some forms are rarely, if ever, used but they all are included for sake of overall
integrity.
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Table 2: The proposed participle arrangement
Active
(type1) BF + ing
Ex : writing
The boy writing the letter has left.
(type2) VF3
Ex: written
He has written a letter.

Passive
VP3
Ex: written (for both types)
The letter written yesterday is here.
A letter has been written by him.

Progressive
Participle

being + BF + ing
Ex: {being} writing
The boy {being} writing the letter is very
busy.

being + VF3
Ex: {being} being written.
The letter {being} being written will be given
to you.

Perfect
Participle

having + VF3
Ex: having written
The man having written the letter is my
uncle.

having been + VF3
Ex: having been written
The letter having been written is here.

Per. Prog.
Participle

having been + BF +ing
Ex: having been writing
The man having been writing the letter is
my uncle.

having been being + VF3
Ex: having been being written
The letter having been being written will be
given to you.

Simple
Participle

Note: The words in parenthesis are generally reduced.

The arrangement for gerunds and infinitives are more straightforward than participles.
Below Table 3, which is filled only formally, illustrates the proposed gerund system
structure, using the same template as participles.
Table 3: The proposed gerund arrangement
Simple
Participle

Active
BF + ing
Ex: writing

Passive
Being + VF3
Ex: being written

Progressive
Participle

Being + BF + ing
Ex: being writing

Being + being + VF3
Ex: being being written

Perfect
Participle

Having + VF3
Ex: having written

Having + been + VF3
Ex: having been written.

Per. Prog.
Participle

Having + been + BF + ing
Ex: having been writing

Having + been + being + VF3
having been being written

And finally, below Table 4 illustrates the proposed infinitive system structure, using the
template as participles and gerunds.
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Table 4: The proposed infinitive arrangement
Simple
Participle

Active
BF
(to) write

Passive
Be + VF3
(to) be written

Progressive
Participle

Be + BF + ing
(to) be writing

Be + being + VF3
(to) be being written

Perfect
Participle

Have + VF3
(to) have written

Have + been + VF3
(to) have been written

Per. Prog.
Participle

Have + been + BF + ing
(to) have been writing

Have + been + being + VF3
(to) have been being written

From Tables 2 and 3 it is clear that compound participles comprise simple ones together
with infinite forms of verb “be”. Although some forms seem too bulky to use, they all
are provided for sake of completeness.
4. Conclusion
It was not the purpose of this study to analyse or discuss all peculiarities of English
verbals. The objective was rather t to propose a new system approach, which is
symmetrical, all inclusive and overcome some ambiguities stemming from terminology.
The proposed system is expected to evoke some positive reactions and discussion
relating to the topic. And it is also expectedly of pedagogical importance for education
of English as a foreign language.
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